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On Object-Oriented Database Systems
Networks
The study of networks, including computer networks,
social networks, and biological networks, has
attracted enormous interest in the last few years. The
rise of the Internet and the wide availability of
inexpensive computers have made it possible to
gather and analyze network data on an
unprecedented scale, and the development of new
theoretical tools has allowed us to extract knowledge
from networks of many different kinds. The study of
networks is broadly interdisciplinary and central
developments have occurred in many fields, including
mathematics, physics, computer and information
sciences, biology, and the social sciences. This book
brings together the most important breakthroughs in
each of these fields and presents them in a coherent
fashion, highlighting the strong interconnections
between work in different areas. Topics covered
include the measurement of networks; methods for
analyzing network data, including methods developed
in physics, statistics, and sociology; fundamentals of
graph theory; computer algorithms; mathematical
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models of networks, including random graph models
and generative models; and theories of dynamical
processes taking place on networks.

Textbook of Physical Diagnosis
A comprehensive new edition on mobile
computing—covering both mobile and sensor data
The new paradigm of pervasive computing was born
from the needs of highly mobile workers to access
and transfer data while on the go. Significant
advances in the technology have lent and will
continue to lend prevalence to its use—especially in
m-commerce. Covering both mobile data and sensor
data, this comprehensive text offers updated research
on sensor technology, data stream processing, mobile
database security, and contextual processing. Packed
with cases studies, exercises, and examples,
Fundamentals of Pervasive Information Management
Systems covers essential aspects of wireless
communication and provides a thorough discussion
about managing information on mobile database
systems (MDS). It addresses the integration of web
and workflow with mobile computing and looks at the
current state of research. Fundamentals of Pervasive
Information Management Systems presents chapters
on: Mobile Database System Mobile and Wireless
Communication Location and Handoff Management
Fundamentals of Database Processing Introduction to
Concurrency Control Mechanisms Effect of Mobility on
Data Processing Transaction Management in Mobile
Database Systems Mobile Database Recovery
Wireless Information Dissemination Introduction to
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Sensor Technology Sensor Technology and Data
Streams Management Sensor Network Deployment:
Case Studies Fundamentals of Pervasive Information
Management Systems is an ideal book for
researchers, teachers, and graduate students of
mobile computing. The book may also be used as a
reference text for researchers or managers.

An Introduction to Database Systems
Oracle's Workgroup or Enterprise Server, are the
world's largest selling RDBMS products. It is estimated
that the combined sales of both these Oracle products
account for more than 80% of RDBMS products. It is
estimated that the combines sales of both these
Oracle products account for more than 80% of RDBMS
engines sold worldwide.A very large amount of
commercial applications are developed around these
products. Most ERP software such as SAP R3, Avalon,
Marshall, PeopleSoft, Oracle Applications and a host
of other such client software work with the Oracle
RDBMS engine worldwide.Whether a corporate entity
chooses to use Oracle Work Group of Enterprise
Server, the natural programming language of both of
these products in ANSI SQL and PL/SQL. This book has
been written to address the need of programmers
who wish to have a ready reference book, with
examples, which covers ANSI SQL and PL/SQL.The
creating of User Defined Functions, Procedures,
Database triggers and other specific data processing
PL/SQL code blocks for commercial applications will
always required programmers who can code
comfortably in ANSI SQL and PL/SQL.Exception
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handling, Oracle's default locking and User defined
locking has been covered in a fair amount of detail.
However these areas are of great interest to
commercial application developers Programmers with
these explicit skills will always find employment in
that segment of the software industry, which
develops commercial applications.I have tried to use
my extensive commercial application development
experience in Oracle using ANSI SQL and PL/SQL to
produce a book that has answers to most of the
questions that seem to puzzle programmers in ANSI
SQL and PL/SQL.Every single programming question
has not been answered, indeed if I tried to actually do
that I would fail since I believe that I myself have not
encountered every single programming problem.
However, I''ve chosen several key areas in
commercial applications and tried to address a set of
issues that most commercial applications developers
require.Concepts are built using simple language.
Examples have easily understood logic. Once this is
grasped, the skill gained, must allow any commercial
application developer to develop programs in ANSI
SQL and PL/SQL very very quickly

An Introduction to Database Systems
Eight minibooks comprising nearly 900 pages give
developers the tips and techniques they need to get
up and running on the new J2SE 6 (Java Standard
Edition 6) and JDK 6 (Java Development Kit 6) This
friendly, all-inclusive reference delivers the lowdown
on Java language and syntax fundamentals as well as
Java server-side programming, with explanations,
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reference information, and how-to instructions for
both beginning and intermediate-to-advanced
programmers Minibooks cover Java basics;
programming basics; strings, arrays, and collections;
programming techniques; Swing; Web programming;
files and databases; and fun and games

Sql, Pl/Sql - The Prog. Language Of
Oracle - 3Rd Rev. Edn.
Clear explanations of theory and design, broad
coverage of models and real systems, and an up-todate introduction to modern database technologies
result in a leading introduction to database systems.
Intended for computer science majors, this text
emphasizes math models, design issues, relational
algebra, and relational calculus. A lab manual and
problems give students opportunities to practice the
fundamentals of design and implementation. Realworld examples serve as engaging, practical
illustrations of database concepts. The Sixth Edition
maintains its coverage of the most popular database
topics, including SQL, security, and data mining, and
features increased emphasis on XML and semistructured data.

Concurrency Control and Recovery in
Database Systems
Exploring theories and applications developed during
the last 30 years, Digital Geometry in Image
Processing presents a mathematical treatment of the
properties of digital metric spaces and their relevance
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in analyzing shapes in two and three dimensions.
Unlike similar books, this one connects the two areas
of image processing and digital geometry,

Introduction To Design And Analysis Of
Algorithms, 2/E
Database Management Systems
Database Internals
The rapid development of wireless digital
communication technology has cre ated capabilities
that software systems are only beginning to exploit.
The falling cost of both communication and of mobile
computing devices (laptop computers, hand-held
computers, etc. ) is making wireless computing
affordable not only to business users but also to
consumers. Mobile computing is not a "scaled-down"
version of the established and we- studied field of
distributed computing. The nature of wireless
communication media and the mobility of computers
combine to create fundamentally new problems in
networking, operating systems, and information
systems. Further more, many of the applications
envisioned for mobile computing place novel
demands on software systems. Although mobile
computing is still in its infancy, some basic concepts
have been identified and several seminal
experimental systems developed. This book includes
a set of contributed papers that describe these
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concepts and sys tems. Other papers describe
applications that are currently being deployed and
tested. The first chapter offers an introduction to the
field of mobile computing, a survey of technical
issues, and a summary of the papers that comprise
sub sequent chapters. We have chosen to reprint
several key papers that appeared previously in
conference proceedings. Many of the papers in this
book are be ing published here for the first time. Of
these new papers, some are expanded versions of
papers first presented at the NSF-sponsored Mobidata
Workshop on Mobile and Wireless Information
Systems, held at Rutgers University on Oct 31 and
Nov 1, 1994.

Fundamentals of Database Systems
Searching Multimedia Databases by Content bridges
the gap between the database and signal processing
communities by providing the necessary background
information for the reader and presenting it along
with the intuition and mechanics of the best existing
tools in each area. The first half of Searching
Multimedia Databases by Content reviews the most
successful database access methods, in increasing
complexity, reaching up to spatial access methods
and text retrieval. In all cases, the emphasis is on
practical approaches that have been incorporated in
commercial systems, or that seem very promising.
The second half of the book uses the above access
methods to achieve fast searching in a database of
signals. A general methodology is presented, which
suggests extracting a few good features from each
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multimedia object, thus mapping objects into points in
a metric space. Finally, the book concludes by
presenting some recent successful applications of the
methodology on time series and color images.
Searching Multimedia Databases by Content is
targeted towards researchers and developers of
multimedia systems. The book can also serve as a
textbook for a graduate course on multimedia
searching, covering both access methods as well as
the basics of signal processing.

Searching Multimedia Databases by
Content
Object-oriented database systems have been
approached with mainly two major intentions in mind,
namely to better support new application areas
including CAD/CAM, office automation, knowledge
engineering, and to overcome the `impendance
mismatch' between data models and programming
languages. This volume gives a comprehensive
overwiew of developments in this flourishing area of
current database research. Data model and language
aspects, interface and database design issues,
architectural and implementation questions are
covered. Although based on a series of workshops,
the contents of this book has been carefully edited to
reflect the current state of international research in
object oriented database design and implementation.

Fundamentals of Database Systems:
Pearson New International Edition
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Database Systems: Design,
Implementation, & Management
For over 25 years, C. J. Dates An Introduction to
Database Systems has been the authoritative
resource for readers interested in gaining insight into
and understanding of the principles of database
systems. This exciting revision continues to provide a
solid grounding in the foundations of database
technology and to provide some ideas as to how the
field is likely to develop in the future. The material is
organized into six major parts. Part I provides a broad
introduction to the concepts of database systems in
general and relational systems in particular. Part II
consists of a careful description of the relational
model, which is the theoretical foundation for the
database field as a whole. Part III discusses the
general theory of database design. Part IV is
concerned with transaction management. Part V
shows how relational concepts are relevant to a
variety of further aspects of database technologysecurity, distributed databases, temporal data,
decision support, and so on. Finally, Part VI describes
the impact of object technology on database systems.
This Seventh Edition of An Introduction to Database
Systems features widely rewritten material to improve
and amplify treatment o

Transactional Information Systems
Distributed Database Management
Systems
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This book provides comprehensive coverage of
fundamentals of database management system. It
contains a detailed description on Relational
Database Management System Concepts. There are a
variety of solved examples and review questions with
solutions. This book is for those who require a better
understanding of relational data modeling, its
purpose, its nature, and the standards used in
creating relational data model.

Introduction to Database Management
System
Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques provides the
concepts and techniques in processing gathered data
or information, which will be used in various
applications. Specifically, it explains data mining and
the tools used in discovering knowledge from the
collected data. This book is referred as the knowledge
discovery from data (KDD). It focuses on the
feasibility, usefulness, effectiveness, and scalability of
techniques of large data sets. After describing data
mining, this edition explains the methods of knowing,
preprocessing, processing, and warehousing data. It
then presents information about data warehouses,
online analytical processing (OLAP), and data cube
technology. Then, the methods involved in mining
frequent patterns, associations, and correlations for
large data sets are described. The book details the
methods for data classification and introduces the
concepts and methods for data clustering. The
remaining chapters discuss the outlier detection and
the trends, applications, and research frontiers in data
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mining. This book is intended for Computer Science
students, application developers, business
professionals, and researchers who seek information
on data mining. Presents dozens of algorithms and
implementation examples, all in pseudo-code and
suitable for use in real-world, large-scale data mining
projects Addresses advanced topics such as mining
object-relational databases, spatial databases,
multimedia databases, time-series databases, text
databases, the World Wide Web, and applications in
several fields Provides a comprehensive, practical
look at the concepts and techniques you need to get
the most out of your data

Mobile Computing
Information technology has changed how businesses
operate and succeed in today's global economy.
Organizations can now use IT to transform themselves
and achieve a tremendous competitive advantage.
Information Technology for Management:
Transforming Organizations in the Digital Economy,
Seventh Edition highlights how this new technology is
changing the current business environment and what
effect it has on today's students. The text addresses
the major principles of MIS in order to prepare
managers to understand the role of information
technology in the digital economy. Revised and
updated for a junior or senior level MIS or MBA course,
this title will give students what they need to succeed
in the emerging digital economy.

Problem Solving with C
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The Design and Analysis of Computer
Algorithms
This is a revision of the market leading book for
providing the fundamental concepts of database
management systems. - Clear explaination of theory
and design topics- Broad coverage of models and real
systems- Excellent examples with up-to-date
introduction to modern technologies- Revised to
include more SQL, more UML, and XML and the
Internet

Artificial Intelligence in Accounting and
Auditing
This book describes the theory, algorithms, and
practical implementation techniques behind
transaction processing in information technology
systems.

Database Management Systems
Java All-In-One Desk Reference For
Dummies
Digital Geometry in Image Processing
This book addresses issues related to managing data
across a distributed database system. It is unique
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because it covers traditional database theory and
current research, explaining the difficulties in
providing a unified user interface and global data
dictionary. The book gives implementers guidance on
hiding discrepancies across systems and creating the
illusion of a single repository for users. It also includes
three sample frameworks—implemented using J2SE
with JMS, J2EE, and Microsoft .Net—that readers can
use to learn how to implement a distributed database
management system. IT and development groups and
computer sciences/software engineering graduates
will find this guide invaluable.

Essentials of Database Management
When it comes to choosing, using, and maintaining a
database, understanding its internals is essential. But
with so many distributed databases and tools
available today, it’s often difficult to understand what
each one offers and how they differ. With this
practical guide, Alex Petrov guides developers
through the concepts behind modern database and
storage engine internals. Throughout the book, you’ll
explore relevant material gleaned from numerous
books, papers, blog posts, and the source code of
several open source databases. These resources are
listed at the end of parts one and two. You’ll discover
that the most significant distinctions among many
modern databases reside in subsystems that
determine how storage is organized and how data is
distributed. This book examines: Storage engines:
Explore storage classification and taxonomy, and dive
into B-Tree-based and immutable Log Structured
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storage engines, with differences and use-cases for
each Storage building blocks: Learn how database
files are organized to build efficient storage, using
auxiliary data structures such as Page Cache, Buffer
Pool and Write-Ahead Log Distributed systems: Learn
step-by-step how nodes and processes connect and
build complex communication patterns Database
clusters: Which consistency models are commonly
used by modern databases and how distributed
storage systems achieve consistency

Fundamentals of Database Systems
Time-Constrained Transaction
Management
Database System Concepts, 5/e, is intended for a first
course in databases at the junior or senior
undergraduate, or first-year graduate, level. In
addition to basic material for a first course, the text
contains advanced material that can be used for
course supplements, or as introductory material for
an advanced course. The authors assume only a
familiarity with basic data structures, computer
organization, and a high-level programming language
such as Java, C, or Pascal. Concepts are presented as
intuitive descriptions, and many are based on the
running example of a bank enterprise. Important
theoretical results are covered, but formal proofs are
omitted. In place of proofs, figures and examples are
used to suggest why a result is true. The fundamental
concepts and algorithms covered in the book are
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often based on those used in existing commercial or
experimental database systems. The aim is to present
these concepts and algorithms in a general setting
that is not tied to one particular database system.
Details of particular commercial database systems
are discussed in the case studies which constitute
Part 8 of the book. The fifth edition of Database
System Concepts retains the overall style of prior
editions while evolving the content and organization
to reflect the changes that are occurring in the way
databases are designed, managed, and used.

Database Systems: A Practical Approach
To Design, Implementation And
Management, 4/E
Software -- Operating Systems.

Fundamentals of Relational Database
Management Systems
The book is intended to provide an insight into the
DBMS concepts. An effort has been made to
familiarize the readers with the concepts of database
normalization, concurrency control, deadlock handling
and recovery etc., which are extremely vital for a
clear understanding of DBMS. To familiarize the
readers with the equivalence amongst Relational
Algebra, Tuple Relational Calculus, and SQL, a large
number of equivalent queries have been provided.
The concepts of normalization have been elaborated
very systematically by fully covering the underlying
concepts of functional dependencies, multi-valued
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dependencies, join dependencies, loss-less-join
decomposition, dependency-preserving
decomposition etc. It is hoped that with the help of
the information provided in the text, a reader will be
able to design a flawless database. Also, the concepts
of serializabilty, concurrency control, deadlock
handling and log-based recovery have been covered
in full detail. An overview has also been provided of
the issues related to distributed-databases.

Operating System Concepts Essentials,
2nd Edition
Transaction processing is an established technique for
the concurrent and fault tolerant access of persistent
data. While this technique has been successful in
standard database systems, factors such as timecritical applications, emerg ing technologies, and a reexamination of existing systems suggest that the
performance, functionality and applicability of
transactions may be substan tially enhanced if
temporal considerations are taken into account. That
is, transactions should not only execute in a "legal"
(i.e., logically correct) man ner, but they should meet
certain constraints with regard to their invocation and
completion times. Typically, these logical and
temporal constraints are application-dependent, and
we address some fundamental issues for the man
agement of transactions in the presence of such
constraints. Our model for transaction-processing is
based on extensions to established mod els, and we
briefly outline how logical and temporal constraints
may be ex pressed in it. For scheduling the
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transactions, we describe how legal schedules differ
from one another in terms of meeting the temporal
constraints. Exist ing scheduling mechanisms do not
differentiate among legal schedules, and are thereby
inadequate with regard to meeting temporal
constraints. This provides the basis for seeking
scheduling strategies that attempt to meet the
temporal constraints while continuing to produce
legal schedules.

Fundamentals of Pervasive Information
Management Systems
Instructor's Manual to Accompany
Database System Concepts
Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques
By staying current, remaining relevant, and adapting
to emerging course needs, Operating System
Concepts by Abraham Silberschatz, Peter Baer Galvin
and Greg Gagne has defined the operating systems
course through nine editions. This second edition of
the Essentials version is based on the recent ninth
edition of the original text. Operating System
Concepts Essentials comprises a subset of chapters of
the ninth edition for professors who want a shorter
text and do not cover all the topics in the ninth
edition. The new second edition of Essentials will be
available as an ebook at a very attractive price for
students. The ebook will have live links for the
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bibliography, cross-references between sections and
chapters where appropriate, and new chapter review
questions. A two-color printed version is also
available.

Database System Concepts
The articles in this volume offer an introductory
overview of artificial intelligence in accounting and
auditing. They seek to provide a logically arranged
and usable handbook of artificial intelligence, decision
support, and expert systems in accounting and
auditing.

Operating System Concepts
Database Management Systems provides
comprehensive and up-to-date coverage of the
fundamentals of database systems. Coherent
explanations and practical examples have made this
one of the leading texts in the field. The third edition
continues in this tradition, enhancing it with more
practical material. The new edition has been
reorganized to allow more flexibility in the way the
course is taught. Now, instructors can easily choose
whether they would like to teach a course which
emphasizes database application development or a
course that emphasizes database systems issues.
New overview chapters at the beginning of parts
make it possible to skip other chapters in the part if
you don't want the detail. More applications and
examples have been added throughout the book,
including SQL and Oracle examples. The applied
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flavor is further enhanced by the two new database
applications chapters.

Information Technology for Management
Readers who want an up-to-date overview of
database development and management. Focusing
on the topics that leading database practitioners say
are most important, Essentials of Database
Management presents a concise overview designed to
ensure practical success for database professionals.
Built upon the strong foundation of Modern Database
Management, currently in its eleventh edition, the
new Essentials of Database Management is ideal for a
less-detailed approach. Like its comprehensive
counterpart, it guides readers into the future by
presenting research that could reveal the “next big
thing” in database management. And it features up-todate coverage in the areas undergoing rapid change
due to improved managerial practices, database
design tools and methodologies, and database
technology.

Geometry
Readers gain a solid foundation in database design
and implementation with the practical and easy-tounderstand approach in DATABASE SYSTEMS:
DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION, AND MANAGEMENT, 12E.
Filled with diagrams, illustrations, and tables, this
market-leading text provides in-depth coverage of
database design. Readers learn the key to successful
database implementation: proper design of databases
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to fit within a larger strategic view of the data
environment. Renowned for its clear, straightforward
writing style, this text provides an outstanding
balance of theory and practice. Updates include the
latest coverage of cloud data services and a new
chapter on Big Data Analytics and NoSQL, including
related Hadoop technologies. In addition, new review
questions, problem sets, and cases offer multiple
opportunities to test understanding and develop
useful design skills. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

ISE Database System Concepts
Operating Systems
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the
bound book. Database Systems: The Complete Book
is ideal for Database Systems and Database Design
and Application courses offered at the junior, senior
and graduate levels in Computer Science
departments. A basic understanding of algebraic
expressions and laws, logic, basic data structure, OOP
concepts, and programming environments is implied.
Written by well-known computer scientists, this
introduction to database systems offers a
comprehensive approach, focusing on database
design, database use, and implementation of
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database applications and database management
systems. The first half of the book provides in-depth
coverage of databases from the point of view of the
database designer, user, and application programmer.
It covers the latest database standards SQL:1999,
SQL/PSM, SQL/CLI, JDBC, ODL, and XML, with broader
coverage of SQL than most other texts. The second
half of the book provides in-depth coverage of
databases from the point of view of the DBMS
implementor. It focuses on storage structures, query
processing, and transaction management. The book
covers the main techniques in these areas with
broader coverage of query optimization than most
other texts, along with advanced topics including
multidimensional and bitmap indexes, distributed
transactions, and information integration techniques.

Database Systems
Database System Concepts by Silberschatz, Korth and
Sudarshan is now in its 7th edition and is one of the
cornerstone texts of database education. It presents
the fundamental concepts of database management
in an intuitive manner geared toward allowing
students to begin working with databases as quickly
as possible. The text is designed for a first course in
databases at the junior/senior undergraduate level or
the first year graduate level. It also contains
additional material that can be used as supplements
or as introductory material for an advanced course.
Because the authors present concepts as intuitive
descriptions, a familiarity with basic data structures,
computer organization, and a high-level programming
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language are the only prerequisites. Important
theoretical results are covered, but formal proofs are
omitted. In place of proofs, figures and examples are
used to suggest why a result is true.
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